HOW TO EXPORT A MULTI-TRACK
QUICKTIME FROM FCPX

BEFORE YOU START
This tip guide was created in the effort to help explain the process behind exporting
a Multi-Track QuickTime from Final Cut Pro 10. This guide assumes that you have
a basic understanding of how FCP X works. Before moving to the first step, please
verify that you have all the necessary elements for completing this task. If you don’t
have certain elements and they are not required by us then skip those steps.
You should have received a deliverables list from us that will require
the following: 5.1, LtRt (Stereo), M&E, D M E (Stems). If you have any
questions about what you have to deliver please refer to your deliverables list.
We have another document that covers delivering Stems from an
unmixed version of your feature. Please download that guide if you need
assistance on how to deliver those files and properly set up your project for export.
We do not cover exporting with Textless in this guide. There is a separate guide that
covers Textless. If you have not downloaded that guide please do so now before moving
forward. It is always best if you can provide all the elements that we require as one file.

HOW TO EXPORT A MULTI-TRACK QUICKTIME
STEP 1:

STEP 3:

(Fig. 1.1)

(Fig. 1.5)

Create a new library: Command + Shift + L

Place your Film onto the Magnetic Timeline.

STEP 4:

If you have Audio Attached to your QuickTime File
you can Detach it Pressing: CONTROL + SHIFT + S

STEP 2:

Create Three Events: Feature, Mixes, Project (File - New - Event).
The first Event will already exist in your libraries side bar by default.

(Fig. 1.6)

(Fig. 1.7)

(Attached Audio)

(Fig. 1.2)

(Fig. 1.8)

(Detached Audio)

STEP 3:

Import all media into the appropriate Events and create a new
project (File - New - Project).
(Fig. 1.3)

(Fig. 1.4)

If the 5.1 is attached to your QuickTime File navigate to the Audio
Configuration (located to the right of the Timeline) and
change it from 5.1 to 6 Mono. Then select the audio track
in your timeline and press: CMD + SHIFT + G. This will
break apart all the audio onto your timeline so you can
create subroles.

(Fig. 1.9)

(Fig. 1.11)

(Fig. 1.10)
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STEP 6:

Select any Audio Track in your timeline (Fig. 2.1) or in the Browser Window (Fig. 2.2).
(Fig. 2.1)

STEP 8:

A new window will pop-up. This is your audio/video roles window.
In this new window we will create new audio roles for the different mixes
that you will embed into your final QuickTime file.
(Fig. 2.7)

(Fig. 2.2)

STEP 9:

STEP 7:

With your audio selected go to the Info Inspector Window
and click on the Audio Roles Button (highlighted in red).
Navigate down to where it says “Edit Roles...” and then select edit roles.

On the same line as “Audio Roles” you will see a “+” sign.
Click on the “+” sign.

(Fig. 2.8)

(Fig. 2.3 and 2.4)

This will create a new role “Untitled” as seen below. Label it “51 Surrround.”

(Fig. 2.9)
(Fig. 2.5)
(Fig. 2.6)

(Fig. 2.10)
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STEP 10:

From the new role we will now create “Sub-Roles.” With your mouse over
the new role 2 new icons will show up on the right (Fig. 3.1). Click the icon that looks
like a window with a “+” next to it. If you make a mistake at any time Press:
CMD + Z or Edit - Undo.

(Fig. 3.1)
(Fig. 3.2)

(Fig. 3.3)

A new dialogue box will show up.
Label the new subrole “Left.” Repeat the
process until it looks like the final image below.
(Fig. 3.3).
Once all subroles have been added then
drag the subrole labeled “51 Surround-1”
to the “Center” Subrole by grabbing and
dragging from the “3 Hash Lines Icon” and
it will merge together. (Fig. 3.4).

STEP 12:

Now we will start to label the audio files. If you already have all the audio
dropped down into the Magnetic Timeline then you will select the audio from
there. If the audio is still in your Browser Window and has not been placed
into your timeline then select the audio from the Browser.

STEP 13:

As you select each track go back to your “Info Inspector Window” and
label the track to the corresponding Role or SubRole. For the LtRt and M&E
tracks you will select the Role (top name) “LtRt” not the SubRole “LtRt-1.”
(Fig. 3.7)

(Fig. 3.4)
(Fig. 3.8)
(Fig. 3.9)

STEP 11:

Now repeat the process for making Audio Roles until all of them have been
created as the example below (Fig 3.5):
(Fig. 3.5)

LtRt (stereo) will automatically create a subrole
as it did for the 5.1(along with the M&E and
DME Roles). Leave all of them alone except for
the DME, which again you will drag the default
subrole down over DIA and it will merge
together eliminating it (Fig. 3.6).

(Fig. 3.6)

As you start to label each Role and SubRole (this only applies
if you are doing this from the Timeline and not the Browser),
you may notice that FCP is rearranging the files. For now,
just finish labeling the audio files. After you’re done we will
reorganize the audio files correctly in the Timeline in the
next step.

(Fig. 3.10)
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STEP 13:

STEP 14:

Also make sure that if you have Dual Mono for the LtRt and M&E tracks that
you place the tracks so that Left is first and Right is second. If you have Interleaved
(stereo) tracks you don’t need to pan the audio. If that’s the case skip ahead to Step 15.

Once your done labeling all the files they should look similar to
the image below. At this point make sure that you also reorganize
all the files so the 5.1 Surround File is first and in this order:
Left, Right, Center, LFE, Ls, Rs.

(Fig. 4.1)

(Fig. 4.5)

(Fig. 4.2)

Then with the Left Channel selected go to the “Audio Inspector” window,
which is located in the same window as the “Info Inspector.” It is represented
by the speaker icon shown in Fig. 4.6:

Use the INDEX located to the left of the Timeline
to ensure you have the proper order of the
audio files. Once you click on the INDEX Tab
Select the “Roles” button.
If they are not in the correct order as
seen in Fig. 4.1 drag the roles until they
appear as shown in the INDEX (Fig. 4.1) window.
Your files may be different colors than what I have
showing in the examples. That’s ok. If you want
to change the colors of the tracks go back to
“Edit Roles...” and change the color by selecting
the color wheel associated with each Role.
See Fig. 4.3, and 4.4 below:

(Fig. 4.3)

(Fig. 4.6)
(Fig. 4.7)
Select Mode “Stereo Left/Right.” It defaults to “None.”
Once you’ve selected “Stereo Left/Right,” then a new
adjustment shows up labeled “Amount.” Set the left
channel to -100 (Fig. 4.9). Set the right channel to 100
(or +100) (Fig. 4.10).

(Fig. 4.8)

Left Channel Example:

(Fig. 4.4)

Right Channel Example:

(Fig. 4.9)
(Fig. 4.10)

Once you’ve done that for the LtRt track and the
M&E track move onto the next step. Again you only
do this if you received the tracks with individual Left and
Right (mono) channels as shown in the example above. If it’s a
single (interleaved) Stereo Track DO NOT PAN THE TRACK
and leave the Mode to “None.”
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STEP 15:

Now before we export. Go to the first frame of your Timeline and press
Option + W or go to: EDIT - INSERT GENERATOR - GAP
(Fig. 5.1)

STEP 16:

In this step we will create a “SLATE” (Fig. 5.4). Just like on set, this will provide
anyone looking at this QuickTime with all the information they need to know
about your film. See the image below and insert your own information where
needed. You can use the “Basic Title” to create this (Fig. 5.7).

(Fig. 5.4)
You can find the “Basic Title” under the
“Titles and Generators” Side Bar. First click on
the “Titles and Generators” icon (Fig. 5.5).
In the search bar type in “Basic.” If you don’t see
the Basic Title after typing it into the search bar
make sure you selected the word ”Titles” that
has a carrot pointing down first as seen below.
The search bar should be
located in the upper right
corner of the Browser Window.
Refer to earlier in this guide
when I explained where the
Browser Window was located.
(Fig. 5.6).

(Fig 5.2)
Select the Gap and Press: Control + D
or go to: MODIFY - CHANGE DURATION.
Now using the numbers or NumPad enter
in 5 0 0 (do not include the spaces).
This will change the duration of the gap
to 5 seconds.
(Fig. 5.3)

(Fig. 5.8)

(Fig. 5.5)

(Fig. 5.6)

(Fig. 5.7)
The image to the left represents how your slate
should look on the timeline (Fig. 5.8). I include a logo for our
slates. You won’t need to do that so ignore that part.
You can use additional text titles if you need to.
Make sure your title is no longer than 4 1/2 Seconds.
This way there is stll a little bit of black before the picture starts.
To change the duration of the Title select the Title and Press
Control + D. Again, type in 4 0 0 (Do Not Include The Spaces)
using the NumPad or the Numbers located on the top of your Keyboard.
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STEP 17:

Now we are ready to Export. Press Command + E or go to:
FILE - SHARE - MASTER FILE

(Fig. 6.1)

STEP 17 cont’d:
Click on the “Settings” tab located next to the “Info” tab.
(Fig. 6.3)

Then Click on “Role as.” This will bring up a drop down menu.
From here select “Multitrack QuickTime Movie.”
(Fig. 6.4)

(Fig. 6.5)

This will generate a pop-up window:
(Fig. 6.2)

(Fig. 6.6)

The image above (Fig. 6.5) is the default Track arrangment.
If you place your cursor next to anyone of those you’ll see a
circle with a line through it (Fig 6.6). Click on the circle with a
line through it and delete all the tracks. FYI if you see Roles
that we did not create like in (Fig. 6.5) above “All Dialogue.”
Cancel and go back to your timeline and make sure you
check every audio track to verify they are labeled
correctly. If done right you should only see: All Surround,
All LtRt, All M&E, and All DME.
(Fig. 6.7)

Once you’ve checked to make sure everything is
correct then again delete all the default tracks
by clicking on the circle with the line through it.
After that, go to where it says “Add Audio Track”
and add 6 Tracks. They should default to “Stereo,”
but change them to “Mono” instead. Once you’ve
completed that go to the next page.

(Fig. 6.8)
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STEP 17 cont’d:

Once you have 6 Mono tracks add 5 more “Stereo” tracks. Now it’s time
to fill them in. The first 6 tracks are for your 5.1 (Fig. 7.1, 7.2, 7.3).
Use the subroles to name each track and use the following order:

STEP 18:

As a final step Import your final QuickTime file and double check that it has all the audio embedded
correctly. See (Fig. 7.4, 7.5, and 7.6) below for reference. It’s always a good idea to also check that
your Stereo Tracks are in fact playing back in Stereo (Fig. 7.7) and not Mono (Fig. 7.8).
(Fig. 7.4)

Left, Right, Center, LFE, Ls, Rs.
Then on the 5 additional “Stereo” Tracks use the following in order:
All LtRt, All M&E, DIA, FX, MX (for the stems do not use “ALL DME”).

(Fig. 7.6)

(Fig. 7.7 - Stereo)

(Fig. 7.5)

(Fig. 7.1)

(Fig. 7.8 - Mono)

(Fig. 7.2)

(Fig. 7.3)

Once you have completed filling out your audio roles click “Next.” This will bring
up the “Save Window.” Here you can name your file. Use the example below for naming
your QuickTime. Then click “Save.”
(Fig. 7.4)

(Fig. 7.5)

(Fig. 7.9)

If there is no separation in the levels during playback on the Left and Right Channels
then it’s playing back in Mono (Fig. 7.8). If you see the levels fluctuating on the Left
and Right Channels then it’s playing back in Stereo (Fig 7.7). If done incorrectly
go back to your original project double check the audio has been panned L/R
(dual mono only) as explained earlier. If you have a interleaved stereo track
(One Audio Line) do not pan the audio (Fig 7.9).

